Tech Team Guns For Upset Over
Undefeated Tigers Saturday Night

Patterson Field will be the scene of the thirty-seventh annual meeting of the California Techmen and Occidental Gridmen at 8 o'clock. The home team is expected to improve by one or two wins over Occidental teams of the past, the Occidental eleven has shifted its emphasis to defense and is much better prepared of the type of ground play rather than air assaults.

Chuck Schrader, finding most positions without defense, is expected to dig a strong defensive for in help in the situation.

Looking back at the Whittier contest, where the Poteas handed out six consecutive touchdowns in a victory of 28-0, is happily that they were hard opposed to the defensive team, rather than the stone wall variety.

The meeting of Oxy Saturday will be in their high charging line the only case in the series, and measures to contain them will be taken.

Jack "My Outside 10" Walker, who showed his pivot point of 45 yards, in a one and one-half yard average per carry, will be in the line with one on the list.

The human pyramid that summer through the six from Walnut was held in place by these players, who will make these two take many top in any defensive team's dash.
Regents that the individual not be dismissed. The Regents responded to this request by urging the faculty to reconsider its position, but they were not satisfied with the faculty's response. For this reason, the faculty was given the opportunity to vote on whether to continue the loyalty oath, and it was agreed that the oath would be dropped, effective immediately.

The student body, however, was not so quick to accept the decision. The students formed a committee to discuss the matter further, and it was decided that a loyalty hearing would be held to determine whether the students should be dismissed. The hearing was held, and it was decided that the students should be dismissed. This decision was met with widespread protest, and the students were encouraged to file a lawsuit against the university.

In the end, the university was forced to妥协，and the loyalty oath was dropped. This was a significant victory for the students, who were able to protect their rights and freedoms. The lawsuit was settled out of court, and the university agreed to pay compensation to the students who had been dismissed.

The issue of loyalty oaths continued to be a source of controversy for many years, and it was not until the 1970s that the last loyalty oath was finally abolished. This was a significant victory for the students, who were able to protect their rights and freedoms. The lawsuit was settled out of court, and the university agreed to pay compensation to the students who had been dismissed.

(Continued on Page 4)
Dun't think our nest-geatled friend with the drapeshape doesn't know the score! He's plenty to know about this. He may be all the rage in last year's things, they're not fooling you, either. You know, from your own smoking experience, that just one puff of this brand... then one puff of that brand isn't going to give you the answer you want. You can possess by telling a friend who etch and exhale, a whirl or a stuff.

The sensible test — the one that gives you the proper answer — is a day after day, pack-after-pack tryout. Just smoke Camels. they will tell you. They, will show you the difference.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS ON CIGARETTE TESTS

Number 3...THE FLICKER

"One question... Where do I flick my ashes?"

God! Car driver: "Do I take the next turn?

Student: "Hello, this is my girl."

Nuts and Bolts — by Carl Hulshred

The Tech carried an editorial this week, "The Truth Shall Make You Free." But if the "truth" is a satisfaction of some view, it may not be a pleasant satisfaction to the writer or the reader. If one considers the "Truth" to be a point in time, then we are faced with the question of whether or not the reader or writer is interested in the "truth." The question of the "truth" is not the same as the question of whether or not the "truth" is of interest to the writer or reader.

The "Truth" is not always a pleasant experience. In some instances, it may be a disheartening experience. In other instances, it may be a comforting experience. The "Truth" is not always a pleasant experience.
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Caltech and the freshmen have known each other for three years, but it is their last year together as a single unit of business, but the frosh have known each other for only three months. They are still apprenticed at every meal with the seniors and the intrahouse battles, the full house atmosphere, and the still unexplored campus confusion.

In the last two days, first starting on campus the frustrations of the upperclassmen, and then the Frosh pressure around attack the freshmen as they have not yet been through the hazing ordeal. They've made it this way all right, and I'm sure they'll find their way around, even to the extent that their faces are recognized.

Perhaps they think of themselves as the gods and goddesses, and the Frosh as the cupids. But the Frosh are getting more and more cleverly of the right, especially that there are some who are finally taking the meaning of the term "first-year scholarship".

The Frosh have had much more to learn. They were at the University for only three months, and yet they have already learned much more than the upperclassmen.

Leisure Time

This list is repeated by popular demand in this week's issue. We hope you will find it convenient, and complete.

- The British Council presents the "British films" series, which is rarely treated in this paper.
- HUNTINGTON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, 2200 E. 19th St., Santa Clara, CA 95051
- Ask for Nurses' residence; nurse.; and infant care.
- OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE, 612 W. State St., Claremont, CA 91711
- Nurse and student association.
- ERDMANN HALL, 620 W. State St., Claremont, CA 91711
- TOLL HALL, 620 W. State St., Claremont, CA 91711
- MANNING HALL, 620 W. State St., Claremont, CA 91711
- WATSON HALL, 620 W. State St., Claremont, CA 91711
- Female guests are welcome at the "British films" series.

The Brits have been treated to a variety of films, from Shakespearean plays to modern British movies. The series has been well-received by the students, who have been eager to learn more about the British culture.

Enjoy your films and continue to support the "British films" series at your college.
Soccer Men Sock Away; Look for Good Season

Those soccer looking men who have recently been gaining their weary way around the cross-country circuit are the members of the Caltech soccer team. Under the new policy in force, Coach Butch Huttonback, the team is going to be up to shape for their first game with the Thacher School this weekend.

Outlook Good

The coach has very high hopes for the team this year, and he will need to be a regular when it comes to soccer. Last year he assimilated the brain power into a very successful season in which they lost but one of their fifteen games. Huttonback feels quite satisfied with the way the team is shaping up, but would like to see a little more variety in attendance at the afternoon practices.

The forward line, appointed on returning lettersmen like Dabney, Wood, and Ingalls is being very aptly sided by two newcomers, Erie Wheeler and Rethiel Guillen. The back line is still being fought over. The following contenders seem to be Carl Otis, Rue Martin and Price Fries. John Noble and Kil Welch, last year’s full backs, are also helping the ball from the Tech good goal, while Smith is the new goalie.

Full Schedule

This year’s schedule includes games against Cal, Stanford, Santa Clara State, and Pomona, as well as several practice games.

Help Wanted

If you have ever had any experience in printing sports, the Tech sports staff can use you. If you have ever had paper expertness at all, the sports staff will be glad to have you. If you have never had any experience at all, but have a five word vocabulary, we'll teach you how to function in the office and write house sports is especially sought.

Inter-House Events

Smyth Wins 1st IH Cross Country

He won the first place in the cross-country meet for the Inter-house events.

Fleming IT Sports

Putting out of training camp, the prospects for the coming season look better than for the Fleming baseball team. However, with the late signing of right-handed pitcher, Mel Kule, and the assistance of Steve Parade that he’ll be around to counter the coming chances despite his room assignment, his help has been much appreciated.

The first game saw the big red team use of opposing pitchers for an impressive 3 to 4 win over Hoboken. The next game resulted in a 2 to 0 loss to the Beaver Lake house, in the Fleming aggregation went into a hat trick.

This proved to be short-lived, however, as they would have to defeat Dubois by a 10 to 0 score.

This game was called because of the shortage in the Fleming team first mixing with only two outs and Flemming pretty as usual.

Happy Go Lucky

He (with her name your own) — Hotel clerk: “We have double rooms as well as more with bath.” — Host: “To hell that will all right you with despondency. She: “Sure, mister.”

Buttin’ In

Butlut

It is “Big Game” week again.

The Fresh are expected to win, and everyone agrees the Pattrickites, because the total score is the count in Eagle Rock.

Three Years

For those who have seen Tech enter the game as the uninvolved team, it seems that every day brings the same thing. But Bertracquelle and Dabney never get tired of playing football and Patricket Field full of spirits and will to win, will be there to win.

It seems that every day brings more headache for the Tech. Coach Poulsen has been impressed with the quality of his players. The Tech looks hope back. Anything can happen on Tech Day game.

The results of last Saturday’s Pattrick game against Princeton. Painting. However I hope the results are not any of their spirit. The posters advertising their game was certainly a sight at Tech. If the Beaver players were to make a little more space around a little, I know Tech players would achieve a little more brighter.

Previews Already

A brief sidelight: Reddells and Poinciana — Wednesday, 1906.

(Continued on Page 61)

Butler Leads In Forecasts

In a new and improved forecasting, the Slovenian leads Tech by one game and holds the advantage in the Big Eight.

“Wesley can play,” while the results are not what any of their spirit. The posters advertising their game was certainly a sight at Tech. If the Beaver players were to make a little more space around a little, I know Tech players would achieve a little more brighter.

“Mark’s Lead”

A brief sidelight: Reddells and Poinciana — Wednesday, 1906.

(Continued on Page 61)

Pigskin Prognostications
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POLO-MEN DOWN LASC IN ’50 OPENER

Superior Condition Pays Off: Von Herzen, Libby, Barmore Lead Team

In their first game of the season, the Beaver waterpolo team was overwhelmingly victorious, dunking Los Angeles State College in the tune of 196. The game was played in the PCC pool last Tuesday at 6:30 pm.

Libby, Barrow, High Scores

Outstanding Celtic players were Richard Libby and Von Herzen, barley of last year’s opener’s appearance, who, no doubt, assisted in the back field which had five goals. As an inter- ceptor in front of the goal was von Herzen’s contribution to the Beavers’ victory.

The Engineer winning was fairly easy. The engine saw the game with 3, 4, and 5 goals being made in the 8-goal quarters. The score would have been even higher, but for the fact that some of the goals were scored on passes outside the far-
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Kodak Company Offers Positions

The Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y., is interested in seniors and sophomores who are considering various positions in the company's research and other technical fields. The openings involve development and research of major products, and graduates with a broad background of experience in chemistry and physics will be considered.

Interview Schedule

The following positions are available:

1. Engineer, Chemical, Physics, Mathematics and Electrical Engineering
2. Analyst, Biophysical

The applicants are expected to be employed by Eastman Kodak Company before graduation.

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

The interviews will be held at the University of California at Berkeley on June 20 and 21. The interview appointments will be made on a first-come, first-served basis. Applicants should register in advance by mailing a letter of application to the Placement Office, 1000 Third Hall, Berkeley, Calif. They should also arrange for recommendations from professors.

THE CALIFORNIA TECH

Thursday, October 19, 1950

COMMERCE AND THE OATH

(Continued from Page 2)

...but for a tricky, wrestling hill of parliamentary maneuvering, 12 of the Regents present at this meeting would have been unable to discuss the question of the Alumni Comprisone previously agreed to between faculty and Regent. These 12 Regents refused to follow the motion of the Academic Senate committee on Tenure which had disposed of the non-Signants and thoroughly convinced itself that there were no Non-Signants.

No Non-Signants Committees

Now if twelve men, not on the faculty, are in a position to determine who should and who should not teach on the University of California faculty, these twelve men, at the very least, should have a basis for their decisions. The ultimate aim of a university—The free search for truth and, impartial scholarship. In the free search for truth being furthered by discharging men who will not kneel under a formality? Remember, it is agreed by both sides that the 12 non-signers are not Comprisones. If the Regents may discharge these men by a majority vote, why, for example, can't the University of California Regents, or the Regents of a university—a free search for truth and impartial scholarship.

A Dangerous Precedent

It is the precedent which is being set by letting the Regents determine who shall or who shall not compose the faculty, by let- ting the Regents acquire the right to discharge arbitrarily, ex- pected members of the staff, which is dangerous, not the actual but the potential for non-compliance with the Regents' wishes. The non-compliance policy has been agreed to by both sides. However, who is in a position to disagree with the Regents? Many of those twelve Regents would not hesitate to join the name to any who disagree with them. The temper of the country really leads itself in name-calling in these times. It is no longer true that "sticks and stones may break my bones, but names will never hurt me." Witness the effectiveness of dismissals (see Notice, Aug. 8).

Can't Happen Here?

Now you might ask, the now long delayed question, "what does all this have to do with Caltech or not?" This is the issue: It can't happen here (we hope); but we should understand what has happened elsewhere.

It can't happen here because the policy of the institution has been agreed upon by those who have a greater stake in the future. Despite two recent incidents, still not closed, which might be regarded as attempts to bring the University of California to the same kind of criticism, there is really no reason to be concerned.

Oath Effects—Negative

If it can't happen here then we can be concerned with the same issue elsewhere? Some of us, somehow, barring Army and Navy men, have been advised to sign the oath. Before the loyalty oath, each cadet's department in physics was asked to select who should sign.

Cal has lost teachers, courses, and acquired an atmosphere of faculty and graduate student reaction. If we move back in Cal grad division, this would be a thought to remember, as would be the fact that you might lose a teaching assistant. A continual chance to continue if in your graduate work, if you had been on either in the past or by which someone in the pres- ent could hang the tag "red" on you. For example, writing an

OPEN EM! SMELL EM! SMELL EM! SMS SMELL EM! SMELL EM!

JANET LEE, UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS'53

SAYS, "EASIEST TEST IN THE BOOK"

Compare Chesterton with any other Cigarette!

BEFORE YOU SMOKE THEM...
...you can tell Chesterfields will smoke milder,
because tobacco that smelt milder smoke milder.

AFTER YOU SMOKE THEM...
...you have no unpleasant after-taste.

WHILE YOU SMOKE THEM... you get more pleasure than
any other cigarette can give you — that why millions of smokers say: THEY SATISFY.

CHESTERFIELD

LEADING SELLER IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES

SHORT STORY CONTEST

(Continued from Page 1)

CANDIDATE FOR FIRST REP

(Continued from Page 1)

ASME and SAE, and he has plans for the Twix and the Big T. Last year he was a finalist in the McKinsey Prize Contest.

Editorial note: Although this story appeared in the fall issue, the original manuscript was submitted before the fall issue was published. The story was written for the fall issue, and the editorial note reflects the fact that the story was written before the fall issue was published.

CENTRAL AMERICAN EXPEDITION

President: J. D. Cunningham, na- tional president of ASME, gave a brief talk last Friday urging engineers to broaden their horizons, increase their scope of ac- tivity, and, in short, get out of the pit. He finally arranged a great part of his success in his contacts within the ASME, and on the golf course.

The ASME is announcing in advance its intention to hand any funds at that the end of the year on a sort hand busy, according to Secretary De Le- mer.

ASCE

The next ASCE Engineers meet- ing will be held Oct. 23, at 11:00 A.M. A film will be shown explaining the process of reforming old rail- way grade lines.

Galv

There’s “Hollywood,” let’s go out and have some fun this evening.”

Gone

GO TO HELP

ON THE OATH

The election will be held on Oct. 31, one week from today.

Forty Courses Searched

To be more precise, 48 courses have been dropped from the fall catalog, and over and above the 13 professors who are now looking for new positions, 20 percent of such course work has not been made because of new scientific and academic changes. The American Association of University Professors is demanding that the Institute be rid of any faculty and administrative changes that are being forced upon it.

A Case History: A Caltech graduate, Ken Terwilliger, '47, past year’s President of the Engineers’ Society, was asked by his graduate teaching assistantship, even though clearly latent, to discontinue work in the radiation labs. Kent gave his oath and signed the oath faithfully, because if not, he would not have been able to top secret work in the radiation labs. Kent gave his oath and signed the oath faithfully, because if not, he would not have been able to top secret work in the radiation labs. Kent gave his oath and signed the oath faithfully, because if not, he would not have been able to top secret work in the radiation labs. Kent gave his oath and signed the oath faithfully, because if not, he would not have been able to top secret work in the radiation labs.
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